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NEUTRON BIANKST CALCULATIONSFOR THERMONUCLEARREACTORS, II

by

George I. Bell

The breeding potentials of

ABSTRACT

various neutron blankets surroundinga

pulsed thermonuclearreactor have been calculatedusing multigroup meth-

ods. A basic lithium blanket containingup to 15 volume percent niobium

was found to give marginel breeding. For such Nb concentrationsthe

neutron flux depression at Nb resonances should be taken into account

in devising multigroup cross sections; this resonance self-shielding

increases the triton productionby -l& in the basic blanket. Several

modificationsof the basic design were found to give improved breeding,

in which the ratio of tritons produced to tritons burned, in making

14 MeV neutrons, is equal to or greater than 1.20. These include

(a) replacementofNb byMo and Zr, (b) use of lithium enriched in 6Li,

and (c) addition of hydrogen to the-blanket. The displacementof lithium

by beryllium does not appear attractive. Thus, a varie~ of options are

available to obtain satisfactorybreeding from a lithium blanket contain-

ing substantialamounts of structuralmaterial..

.

.

INTRODUCTION

In LA-3385-MS [l],hereafterreferred to as I,

calculationswere reported on the neutron economy

in various hypotheticalblankets for pulsed thermo-

nuclear reactors. Considerationwas given to blen-

kets containinglithium, beryllium,beryllium car-

bide, and “flibe” (a mixture of the fluorides of

lithium and beryllium). In each problem, 14 MeV

neutrons were started in a central region of th~

nuclear fuel and for each blanket the triton pro-

duction and neutron leakage were determined. ‘l’he

breeding potential of the blanket was assessed in

terms of T6 (number of tritons produced by6~(n,T)a

reactions,per 14 MeV neutron),‘J+(number of

produced by 7Li(n,n’T)a reactions per lb MeV

tron), end L (the number of neutrons leaking

the system per 14 MeV neutron). A number of

urations were identifiedhaving satisfactory

tritQns

neu-

Out of’

coxlfi&

breed-

ing potentials, i.e., values of T6 + ~ + L substan-

tially in excess of unity.

Recent studies by Fred Ribe and others [2] have

indicated that for structural reasons it would be

desirable to Include a considerableamount of niobi-

um or molybdenum in the blanket. Since these mate-

rials are fairly effective in capturing neutrons,

it seemed desirable to investigatetheir effects on

blanket neutron economy. Previous studies by

Steiner [3] had indicated that the required amounts

of Nb might seriously degrade the breeding potential.

The cslculationalmethod was the same as used

in I. The geometry was approximatedby en infinite-

ly long cylinder and the neutron transport was com-

puted using the DTF-IV code [4] with 25 energy

grOUPS, the S4 and transport approximations. For

calculationsinvolving hydrogen, linearly aniso-

tropic scatteringwas allowed. Cross sections for

3



6
Li, 7Li, and E-ewere the same as used in I while

for (SI,Mo, Nb, end Zr the following cross sections

evaluationswere used [5]

Cu UK evaluation 1$%7

Mo LRL evaluation 1965

Rb LRL evaluation 1965

Zr UK evaluation 1965

However, the Mo (n, 7) cross sectionswere adjusted

to the values shown in table III, to take into ac-

count data in [6].

During the course of calculationson blenkets

containingNb, it became apparent that an appreci-

able fraction of the neutrons was being absorbed in

niobium resonances. Therefore, a separate estimate

was made of the flux reduction at resonance energies,

i. e., resonance self-shielding,which had not been

taken into account in devising the niobium cross

sections. These self-shieldingestimates are de-

scribed in the following section and were used in

drawing up a set of self-shielded(n,y) cross sec-

tions as will be explained.

RESONANC!RSELF-SHIELDING

In blenkets containinglithium and niobium,

neutrons are captured by niobium mostly in the ener-

gy range 1 keV S E $ 100 keV, hence mostly in s and

p wave resonances. Resonance parameters have been

measured for only a few of these resonances at the

lower energies. It is necessary, therefore, to es-

timate the resonenceparameters for resonances

throughout this energy region in order to obtain the

resonance self-shieldingeffects. This has been dcne

in the followingWW.

First of all.,from the measured resonance per&ua-

eters at low energies it is possible to deduce some

average s-wave resonance parameters and then from

average cross sections,average p-wave parameters can

be found. Care is required since en unusually large

proportion of the low energy resonances are p-wave,

but recent experiments [7, 8, 9] have led to a con-

sistent picture. From these we have adopted the

following values:
-4so = s-wave strength function = O.k x 10

‘1 =
p-wave strength function = 5 X 10-4

r7 = 200 meV

D = observed s-wave aver~e level spacing =
obs

100 eV

me target nucleus, 93m, has Splnmdp=ity

9/2+. ‘fhus,thestates of
94Rb which can be reached

by s-wave capture are 4+ and 5+, while 3-, 4-, 5-J

end 6- states can be reached by p-wave capture.

Most of these states are expected to have comparable

average level spacing [10]. In particular, the 4+

and 5+ states will have comparable spacings;hence,

for each it is assumed that D = 200 eV. Moreover,

this scunespacing is assumed for the four kinds of

p-wave levels. From the above value of D, together

with the value of the s-wave strength function, it

follows that for the s-wave resonances,~ = 8meV

and thus ~n = .O@ & eV where E is the neutron en-

er~ in eV. Similarly for the p-wave levels, it Was

assumed that

where R, the nuclear radius was taken to be 5.9 x
10-13 cm and k, the neutron wavelength is 4.55 x
1o-1o #2 ~:

As a check on the above parameters the average

capture cross section was then computed for niobium

in the ener&v range 1 keV s E S 100 keV. The fol-

lowing equationswere used, for the cross sections

averaged over many resonances,

Tnr7
(an,7(E))s-wave= ~~2

()(Yn+r7)Ds1~ ‘

where S1 is the function

which has been graphed

introducingthe values

Tnr7

Tn+r
7

byLene and Lynn [11].

given above for k2, ~n,

and D, equation (1) becomes

(an,7)s-wave = = ()1& l+;04&sl — “.04 n

For the p-wave resonances, it was assumed

(1)

(2)

Upon

r
7

(3)

that

D end~n were the same for resonancesof the four

available spins, and that each level had but one

open neutron channel. ‘fneaverage capture cross

.

.

&
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section is then,

‘an,~)p-vave= n~n2k2 ‘n 1 s >
T 1=

. (4)
i=

1+: Ynl

7

Average capture cross sections, obtained from

equations (3) end (4) are given in Table I. ‘The

computed values are in good agreement (+2@) with

experimentalresults in [6].

Table I. Computed Average Capture cross Section- for Sh

Neutron Snergy (an )_ve (an )
p-wave n,,)

sum- (0

1 keV 1.% b O.w b 1.8$ b

3 0.62 0.44 1.C6
10 0.23 0.39 0.62

30 0.09 0.24 0.33
100 0.03 0.10 0.13

Consider neutrons being moderated in a mixture

of lithium and niobium. The neutron flux will be

depressed at the niobium resonance energies because

of the correspondinglyhigh niobium cross sections.

This depressionmay be estimated by using the theo-

retical methods which have been devised for treating

similar problems in natural uranium fission reactors

[12,13]. n,7(E), and aAn effective cross section, Z

self-shieldingfactor, ssf(E), may be defined from

the relation

Y_,,an (E’)QI(E’)dE’
tin,7(E)=

f

= ssf(E)(an,7(E)),(5)
Q(E’)dE’

where the integrals extend over many resonances a-

round the energy E, and w is the neutron flux.

In our energy region, the narrow resonance or

NR approximationmay be used for estimating.

In addition we have used the rational approxhation

to the escape probability [1.3,14], neglected inter-

ference between resonance and potential scattering

[13], and used average resonanceparameters at the

ener~ l%. None of these approximationsare re~ire~

for example the computationscould be made with a

detailed numerical code such as !tUZ[15]. However,

it was felt that for the present estimates a simpler

approach based

suffice. With

ing factor for

on the above approximationsshould

these approximationsthe self-shield-

a resonance at ener~ E is given by:

(6)

Here a. is the peak resonance cross section, namely,

for s-waves

26X106 r
so=”

E
g~b , (7)

ap is an effective potential scattering cross sec-

tion, taken (for the inner third of the Nb-Li lat-

tice of problem lib7a) to be 15 barns. In addition

C is the ratio of natural to Doppler width,

while J is a tabulated Doppler function which was

taken from [16]. The statisticalweight factor was

taken to be 1/2 for s-wave neutrons. (Equation (7)

was S.LSOused for the p-wave resonanceswith con-

stants correspondingto g = 1.)

Equation (6) gives a self-shieldingfactor for

a single resonance at energy E. If, however, that

resonance is given average parameters, the result

may be used as a factor by which the average cross

section 1s to be reduced to account for the flux de-

pression, i. e., as defined in equation (5).

Using the above procedure,self-shieldingfac-

tors were computed for the s-wave and p-wave reso-

nances end by combining the results, for the (n,y)

cross section. Results are given in Table II.

Table 11

Neutron Energy Self-ShieldingFactors

s-wave p-wave
—. %&

1 keV 0.20 0.77 0.29

3 0.37 0.77 0.54
10 0.65 0.80 0.72

30 0.80 0.77 0.78
100 O.go 0.77 0.80

These factors were used in the followfng way. For

calculationswith “self-shielded”Nb cross sections

the average or multigroup (n,y) cross sections for

niobium were reduced by multiplicationby the above

factors.*

Evidently a large number of approximationswere

made in deriving the above factors. Inasmuch as

(1) the effects of self-shieldingare not found to

be of decisive importanceand (2) obtaining more

()2%’J @! .Ssf = -Tfa
o 0

*
See, however, the footnote to Table III.
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reliable values would be considerablymore difficult

and would require a detailed engineering design, it

was felt that the above estimates suffice for pres-

ent purposes.

!lHECALCULATIONS

In I some of the more significantneutron cross

sections were given. These were also used in the

present calculations,except that the Cu (n,2n)

cross section was taken to be 0.64 for the 14 MeV

neutrons. The important (n, y) cross sections sre

given in Table III for molybdenum and niobium.

lkbl. XII. (z.,,)m., B.ctic8s

8 % -W kav O.* b 0.027b O.w ●

9 >70 - % O.*5 0.*9 o.*9

10 240 -570 0.050 0.6 0.C6

u 1P - 2@ O.a% 0.071 0.07L

12 lm - NO 0.070 0.ca3 O.UV

u 31.6 - la 0.102 0.199 0.L2

N 10 - >1.6 0,2L0 O.bb 0.30

15 3.16 - 10 0.90 0.% 0.% (.)

16 1 . 3.16 0.10 O.* 0.60 (.)

17 0.>16. 1 1.5 1.% O.m

Ls 0.1 . 0.x6 1.5 1.64 0.s

(*) 2. E-ar# (13)aM(L6) It Wu felt U@ *. n em. ●..*1C+U Wiwxut self.
dli.lding..*. loo low M6 thd .Clf.,hl.ldin’fae.ior,of mbl. xx “*m .ppliti
W the ht. 1. Rdwu)w 6, ttu8b/ yl,ldlw th,s.tin,,,

In all the calculations,lb MeV neutrons were

started uniformly and %sotropicallyin a central

cylinder having a radius of 10 cm. The radial re-

gion from 10 cm to 13 cm was taken to be copper;

this material carries the current to drive the pulsed

thermonuclearreactor. Surrounding the copper is a

blanket in which the fast neutrons are to be con-

verted into tritons. The blanket was chosen to be

1.5 meters in thickness and to contain various ribs

and webs of structuralmaterial [2] which are de-

signed to transmit the stresses from the copper to

an outer shell of steel. The blanket was divided

into three radial regions as follows:

Volume of Ribs Volume of Webs

15<r$63a 6.92$ 7.86$

63sr$l13 2.97$ 6.17$

113 z r s 163 1.90% 5.75$

Atomic densities for various materials were the

same as in I. In addition, for Nb and Zr, respec-

tively, the densities

atoms/cm3 were used.

240.0545 and O.042> x 10

RESULTS

Some results of the ca.lculation~indicating the

neutron economy to be expected fn various blanket

configurationsare given in Table IV.

00cwtm

HOtbtic?l>

9mblm
bku

IT

ncdwr nib. W.ba

Ebl. Sb in

~ lb 11# S#

Rbz mm

ml mm

W32 mm

ml. n &

tin l-b” h

Mel no Zr
6b8 sl* &

Hbs mm

Mmte,ials

&Lk

Li

Li

L2 (20$LA
Li

Li (X$ Li6)

IA

Li

IA

Li ● O.cali (a)

21 + J, (b)

(.) ~m~~ats-iworo.wxl$’awldw titito~.vt.olo

(b) IntbtiSnUIOaofblmakat,laWUUUUtod tati~bdfuu
VuLw, displaews lithhm.

A number of features may be observed from these

calculations:

(1) The first problem run, Nb la, indicatesa

distinctlymarginal breeding potential (T m 1.03),

the difficultybeing that the niobium is absorbing

too many neutrons, i. e., more than a quarter of the

total. The remaining problems represent efforts to

cut down this niobium absorption.

(2) InNb lb it is seen that the breeding po-

tenkial is enhanced by including the self-shielding

of niobium, T increasingby 0.06. Actually the ef-

fect of self-shieldingper se is probably more like

an increase of 0.10 in T because of the effect ex-

plained in the footnote to Table III, and because

the value of UP(15 b) is somewhat too large for the

lattice in problem la.

(3) InNb 2 it is seen that T increases to

1.18 If lithium enriched to 2~ in6Li is used in the

blanket so that a larger fraction of the neutrons

sre captured by 6Li, Actually, the bulk of this in-

crease (relative to Nb la) would be realized if only

the inner third of the blanket contained enriched

lithium.

(4) Inproblema Mo 1 andMo2, it is seen that

molybdenum is neutronical.lysuperior to niobium. A

larger (n,2n) cross section and somewhat smaller

(n,7) cross section are responsible for this

.

b

‘6 5 L T Abm

0.79 0.2? O.OJ 1.s5 0.30

0.8b 0.22 0.0> 1.09 0.2+

1.W 0.17 0.OL 1.L6 0.12

0.S4 0.20 0.05 1.10 0.22

1.10 0.17 O.QL ;.S3 0.09

0.92 O.a O.oy 1.18 0.17

0.93 0.23 0.25 l.zl o.lb

0.95 0.2j 0.0> 1.22 0.L2

1.s3 0.21 0.0.3 l.zb 0.03

0.79 O.lb 0.04? 0.% O.b2

6
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superiority.

(5) It was felt that zirconium,by virtue of

its small (n,y) cross section,[17] would be a better

blanket material than either niobium or molybdenum.

However, structural considerations[2] make it un-

likely that Zr could be used for the ribs, though

probably Zr would be a satisfactory material for the

webs. In problems Nb 7 the beneficial effect of

using Zr webs is seen. In these problems there is

less absorption then In Nb 1; therefore, the effect

of self-shieldingis relatively smell. Roblem

MO 7 shows that the differencebetween molybdenum

and niobium is also much reduced when sirconiumwebs

are used.

(6) Since the niobium self-shieldingfactors

are smeller at lower neutron energies (cf T$ble III)

and the niobium thus does not compete With Li as

effectivelyat low energies in neutron capture, it

was of interest to examine the effect of lowering

the neutron energy spectrum. This was accomplished

by adding a smell amount of hydrogen to the blanket

in ~ 8. The net effect, as compared with Nb 7b was

mildly beneficial. In a configurationwith awe

niobium, such as N% la, the effect would be consid-

erably larger. In practice the hydrogen might be

added in zirconiumhydride.

(7) Inproblem Nb 5 It is seen that the effect

of displacingllthium by beryllium is unfavorable.

In this instance the reason is that most of the

added neutrons (caused by (n,2n) reactions on beryl-

lium) are absorbed by niobium. While somewhat dif-

ferent arrangementsmight be more advantageous,it

does not appear that the use of beryllium in these

heavily poisoned blankets Is attractive.

(8) Effects of self-shieldingwere not inves-

tigated for molybdenum. The calculationwould have

been more complicatedfor molybdenum then for niobi-

um, since the seven stable isotopes of molybdenum

should be considered separately. However, it ia

believed that the relative reductions in absorption

caused by self-shieldingshould be similar to those

observed for Nb. The reason Is that the level spac-

ing for the even-even (target) isotopes oflfo should

be larger than for %b [10]. Hencern shuuld be

larger end the resonanceswill thus be more pro-

nounced. This effect will partly

lower abundance of any particular

compensatefor the

isotope.

COH(XALSICMS

The breeding potential of a lithium blanket is

adversely affected by substantialquantities of nio-

bium in the blanket. For a particular blanket con-

figurationhaving about 15 volume percent Nb near

the neutron source, the breeding is marginal. For

such Nb concentrationsthe flux depression at Nb

resonances should be taken into account in devising

multigroup cross sections; this resonance self-

shieldlng increases the triton production by-K$ In

the above blanket.

Several modifications of the original design

offer improved breeding with T> 1.20. These in-

clude (a) replacementof Nb by Mo and Zr, (b) use of

lithium enriched in 6Li, and (c) addition of H. The

displacementof lithium by beryllium does not seem

attractive.

It is thus seen that a variety of options are

open to a blanket designer in order to obtain satis-

factory breeding from a lithium blanket containing

substantialquantities of structuralmaterial.
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